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the movie also features karisma kapoor and bobby deol as the lead characters.
some of the famous bollywood actresses like dimple kapadia, atul kulkarni, paresh

rawal, and many more are featured in the movie. the movie features an original
song (zara) sung by alka yagnik with music given by sajid-wajid. the song is

picturised on bobby and karisma, where bobby tries to impress karisma by telling
that he's a waiter in a restaurant owned by johny lever. this song is also famous as
loote hai jo tum, which is also a part of the hindi film teen deviyan. the song was
originally composed by laxmikant-pyarelal and written by anand bakshi. the song

was released on 8 june 1985, as part of their album chalti ka naam gaadi. the
soundtrack was the most successful of the music industry in 2000, selling 10 million

units in a year. the movie itself also went on to become a big success. it had a
special place in the hearts of film buffs. it was the first time bobby deol and karisma

kapoor were paired together. this film was premiered at the box office, but was a
flop. this is the only movie in which the song kisi ki haal, composed by anu malik
was not much of a hit. this was the last film bobby deol and karisma kapoor were

paired together. this movie had a big impact on the bollywood industry. in an
interview with filmfare, karisma kapoor stated that this movie was the turning point
for her. she stated that she made more offers since then. hum toh mohabbat karega
is a hindi album released on 2000, it has 7 songs sung by alka yagnik, kumar sanu,
sonu nigam, sunidhi chauhan, anu malik, shraddha pandit, abhijeet bhattacharya,
sudesh bhonsle, sukhwinder singh listen to all songs in high qulaity & download
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hum to mohabbat karega is the story of a servant who is looking for a way to meet a woman, who
has supposedly fallen in love with him. he does not know that she is married to someone else. the

second half of the film is a wild chase, but the first half is a slow-burner. the songs are okay, but the
performances are below average. the only saving grace is the direction of pankaj kapur, who has a

wry sense of humour and a light touch. the only flaw is the script, which gets bogged down. the
director of the film, pankaj kapur, is an ace cinematographer. he made a splash with his debut film,
hum tum, which focused on the story of a rural couple, played by anupam kher and madhuri dixit.

the film was a critical and commercial success, and made kapur one of the most sought-after
directors in hindi cinema. it was also india's official entry for the oscars in the best foreign language

film category. the basic storyline of the movie is, that a young man named bobby, a waiter in a
restaurant owned by johny lever, is the last person to meet the victim of a murder. karisma kapoor is

a host on a popular news channel and is bobby's favourite celebrity, he tries to get contact with
karisma. the murderer shakti kapoor and his elder brother dalip tahil, heads a gang involved in fake
currency racket, when they find out that bobby is the eye witness to the murder, they go out to kill

bobby. later, bobby helps karisma find the murderer. the movie starts off with bobby telling to
karisma that the murder was committed by dalip tahil and his elder brother shakti kapoor, when

bobby was eating his lunch in the restaurant. karisma thinks bobby is lying and she leaves angry, on
the other hand, dalip and shakti think she's the murderer. 5ec8ef588b
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